Candle: Making & Designs

The Complete Technology Book on Candle Making & Designs
Candles have been used for luminosity and to light up man's celebrations for more than thousand years. The ancient Egyptians have been credited with the honour of developing the first candle, who used rush lights or torches made by soaking the pithy core of reeds in melted animal fat.

However, the rush lights had no wick like a true candle. The development of candle to the present stage went through several stages. Candle making today has taken a shape of small scale industry. It has got attention of a lot of people. From celebrities to designers all are trying their hand in this emerging industry. One pertinent reason is that the use of candle now has not been confined only for devotional purpose or some special occasion. They are now a part of every single moment is it special or routine. They add a touch of warmth in the occasion and that does why have become largely popular. Creativity has added a new spark to the candle making industry. Candle making is a very flourishing industry in modern times owing to the versatile use of candles on various occasions and ceremonies. Candles are prepared by well established methods in multifarious fascinating colours, designs and shapes. The book is one of the best seller and has chapters on: Thermometer Weighing scales, Measuring flask or jug, Dipping can, Bowl, Iron, Hairdryer, Pouring jug Materials, Wicking needle, Wick, Wax, Dipping, How to dipped candles Method, More about dipping, Appliquéd candles, Painting with wax, Transfers, Surface techniques Pressed flowers and grasses How to pressed flower candle Over dipping, etc. This is one of its kind book which deals ostensibly with different candle making processes viz. Dipping, Pouring, Moulding or Casting and Drawing, delineating their technicalities in most illustrious manner with pictorial representations. The book will significantly add your knowledge if you are looking for comprehensive information on candle making industry to start their venture in said industry.
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